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AUDITIONS & OPEN CASTING CALLS

Everything NYC Dancers
Need to Know 6/4–6/10

NYC Auditions
Los Angeles Auditions
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With our new submission process, applying
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We hope your spring season has been ﬁlled with successful auditions and plenty of classes.
If you’re a choreographer looking to present your work in a new and inspiring way this fall,
take advantage of the Outlet Dance Project’s upcoming opportunity! Need some extra
inspiration? Check out the performances we’ve rounded up and enjoy watching and
supporting your dance community.
PERFORMANCES
The Joyce Theater presents Ballet Tech Kids Dance June 7–10. If you have children, this is a
wonderful family event. Marvel at the talent and say hello to the stars of tomorrow.
American Ballet Theater presents “Harlequinade,” choreographed by artist-in-residence
Alexei Ratmansky. Admire how he brings this lost classic to life with a bold new staging. You
won’t want to miss your favorite stars of ABT perform in this humorous ballet.
The New Dance Alliance, in collaboration with The Performance Project at University
Settlement, presents their 32nd Annual Performance Mix Festival June 7–10. Different artists
will perform each night. (Tickets: $15–20)
AUDITIONS
The Limón Dance Company seeks male and female dancers and apprentices to join the
Company for the 2018–2019 performance and touring season. The audition will take place
June 4 at the Everett Center for the Performing Arts.
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CHOREOGRAPHIC OPPORTUNITIES
Have you ever wanted to create work inspired by sculptures or set a piece in an art gallery?
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The Outlet Dance Project is the perfect place to give this a try! The festival will take place at
Grounds for Sculpture on Oct 4. Mark your calendars and apply today!
CLASSES + WORKSHOPS
If you’re looking for an amazing summer intensive this July, check out White Mountain
Summer Dance Festival taking place at Barnard College. Submit your materials and register
today!
Looking for a regular morning class to get you warm and ready? Join Vicky Shick at
Movement Research, now through June 28. By focusing on alignment and feedback from
the body, there’s no doubt you’ll be ready for any choreography thrown your way.
If you’re Brooklyn-based, we’ve got a special surprise for you. Brooklyn Studios for Dance
now has a Monday night Contact Improv Jam. Pay on a sliding scale and enjoy moving in a
beautiful space with fellow artists.
DANCE-RELATED JOBS
Physique 57 is seeking Barre instructors. Check out this amazing opportunity to compliment
your dancing and pay those bills at the same time.

Check out Backstage’s dance audition listings!
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